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People must return to the simple things and to their strength. The pure and simple things, like a 
walk with your friends, going to a gig, having a laugh. Back to my roots, back to the old house 
from Constangeles, again to go out and play, to see my music cd's, to see my friends. It's all 

about those three "F's": Family, Friends and Forever. Then I can add the Respect. That's about all 
man, the feeling inside, the strentgh to say "fuck off", it's all in your right to not be compliant with 
their stupid laws sometimes.
It's all about love as well. It's about that someone that keeps you on the floating line with just a 
smile, and then I'm back again to that wall full of post-its. The road on the railway and the emotion 
and relaxing feeling that, "I am here once again.". Good or bad, however, it's a situation that will 
change sooner or later. That again is so simple. So why to waste important time thinking, "I will do 
that...tomorrow", when there is no better time than now. I remember one of those post-its saying: 
"There is no starting or stopping, there is only doing"..and that time is now.
Back to my roots again, back to spit my rage, back to the pure strength, the simple things. Back on 
my street again, back to the old me, back to that kid smile once again. Back when I was 5, back 
to those pictures. Nostalgic in someway, but anchored deep in reality and with tomorrow projected 
in my mind.
The hard way always gives you the answers to all of your questions. Just for one second take the 
hard way and you will see your friends there, that's the feeling I am talking about.
Keep them close and smile, keep your flame burning and always remember...YOU!

Mirceone-Sydney - May 2014.

thank you for all of your support 2005-2014: all the good and nice people around the world 
(fanzines, labels, diy people and bands) keep it hardcore.CTHC forever baby!
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Bishops Green are just a street-punk band like should be, coming from the streets of 
Vancouver-Canada with influences of 80’s European Oi! and of course punk rock.
The band was formed in 2011 (but the roots are somewhere back in the 1990’s) they 

became very popular in the Canadian underground scene.In 2012 the band had launched 
their first material on Rebellion Records and their latest material is from 2014 – Pressure. 10 
sing along anthems for drinking crowds and for the late pub clients, one of the tracks is a 
featuring with Lars Frederiksen (Rancid, Old Firm Casuals)-
Hell In A Handbag.
With a lot of influences from bands like: Blitz, Minor Threat, Black Flag, Cock Sparrer,Husker 
Du or Partisans this band will became one of your favorites in this area.
more about them here: http://www.bishopsgreen.ca
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East Grand presents the new material from Rebel Spies-Before I Die I Shall Destroy the Rebel 
Spies!.A mix of hardcore/punk in the pure old school way,something to remind you of: Descendents 
or 7 Seconds. Full of sincerity and energy, this band will remind you of the days walking along 

with your friends on a friday evening to a pub where a gig will make you forget everything...
And they play this for all their friends and for everybody who pay respect to the old school. 
Their history include bands like: Suicide Machines or Hellmouth. Keep it simple, keep it
underground and keep it fun.
Is not something only for the "back in the days mood" but is something also for the new days and for 
the new school full of optimism. I suggest you to check them out and play them angry for the 
child in you.
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Something good from Kobe (Japan), these guys will explode in your stereo in full force. 
Thee Mighty Fevers presents Fuck'in Great RnR , 13 tracks with a mix of garage,rock n roll and 
chaotic punk. They play fast,angry and chaotic and the longest track has 2:05 minutes so you 

can imagine...
Not for tea time afternoons but for angry punk partys. Mad and ferocious riffs made in Japan. 
1,2,3,4 goooo are the words for every song on this album and after that chaos (the good way of 
chaos).Just to resume, take a little hardcore and add some raw punk in sound, then pack everything 
in angry riffs...Not for bored teenagers with smartphones,this is the real punk rock chaos.
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 They play fast,and loud punk rock 100% for the 
angry and optimistic crowds. The new EP: Das V 
Steht fur Friseur has everything you will need from 
passion to anger and energy. They have another 
material DIY and this one stays in their ethic as 
well-DIY, after more than 80 shows in Germany, 
Austria,Czech Republic and Switzerland the band 
seems hungry for more.

So if you like Rancid,NOFX, Nothington and the 
first albums from Broilers or any other real punk 
rock band, then you must give these guys the 
credits. And yes the name means Surfing Dog 
Biscuits-so imagine a beach some friends and a 
lot of beers and good music. Melodical choruses, 
sing along and kick ass energy. You can check 
them out on bandcamp here:surfinghundekuchen.
bandcamp.com
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From Norfolk,UK, Old Coyote Club bring the new EP-The 
Clubhouse Sessions. It's a mix of punk/folk with country 

something that will remind you of The Clash meeting Dylan 
and Cash, 3 tracks with acoustic guitars and beer. Imagine 
you traveling in one sunday afternoon along the sidewalk with 
a beer in your hand listening to these guys in the headphones 
and thinking that last night was a good one.
Keep the eyes on them and by the way the EP is for free on 
their bandcamp so check them out here:
oldcoyoteclub.bandcamp.com.
We will have them for interview in the near future and they 
surpised me in a good way. And yes the EP was produced 
DIY by the band and that's a plus. 
our favorite: Medicine

From the irish Barcelona (Spain) these guys will kick the 
beers out of tables. Formed in 2008 the 6 piece band 

Drink Hunters are another good exemple of real irish punk 
outfit. The new album "Lurking behind the woods"-produced 
by Maldito Records has 14 tracks of dancing,drinking and 
fighting songs,real anthems to sing along with your friends 
in a pub.They have shared the stage with bands like: Mad 
Caddies, Pipes and Pints, La Plebe, Bastards on Parade, 
Brutus Daughters or The Real McKenzies, also they appeared 
on "Whiskey Devils-a tribute to The Mahones" with the cover 
for "Take No Prisoners". So if you are into irish-punk and not 
only, or if you have the mood for a drink then this band will 
sure make your day. With a lot of influences from bands like: 
Dropkick Murphys, Flogging Molly, The Mahones, Great Big 
Sea,Rancid...all togheter punk and irish folk with everything 
you need from: banjo,accordion,fiddle,drums and guitars. 
1,2,3 gooo!
For more info or to share a beer check them on
https://www.facebook.com/drinkhunterspage/ 

OUT  NOW  ON  TNS RECORDS
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86 Crew are back with the Oi 
Years, 3 tracks from Bad Bad 

Reggae in Oi version. The band was 
formed in 1995 in France and in the 
begging their style was a street-punk 
oi and in short time they created their 
pure style a combination of oi with 
ska and reggae.This 3 track EP goes 
for the all oi fans all over the world.A 
must have and we wait the new 
materials from them.

Wonk Unit are in celebration with the new album Nervous 
Racehorse, and is on TNS Records already for pre-

order. These guys are playing punk-rock with humor and 
poetry and is like a fresh air in the underground scene.
The album has everything from irony and humor to anger and 
yes irony again, melodic punk rock 100%. They have already 
one video up on youtube: Go Easy. Also we like Siobhan (for 
your relaxing evening), The Trail (French Booty Song)-with a 
little ska and dancing mood, There's Me and Take me Home 
we recommend them as well. Even if they have a little bit of 
everything in their sound at the end is Wonk Unit sound.
Oh yes, and pay attention to their artworks:) check them on 
bandcamp here: http://wonk-unit.bandcamp.com/.
From London town to your stereo.

BRIXTON  CATS   NEW    ALBUM     OUT    NOW
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These 6 guys knows the story for sure, a celtic punk 
from Zaragoza for the long nights in the pub with 
your friends. 13 Krauss is the name and Seguir En 

Pie is their first release, 9 tracks in the finest combination 
of punk and celtic folk, one instrumental song, 7 songs in 
Spanish and one in English (Insane) will make you dance 
around the whiskey glass. A nice combination between 
The Pogues and Dropkick Murphys all packed with sing 
along choruses.
Their first single Atlantida is still available for Free Download 
on Bandcamp (check this link http://13krauss.bandcamp.
com/track/atl-ntida-demo). The band has played as 
well with the mighty ska legends Bad Manners and they 
prepare a show for St Patricks with Fatty Farmers, The 
Detonators and Selfish Murphy. Also they prepare as well 
for a release of Seguir En Pie on vinyl.
We have listen to it and we recommend it from the heart, 
it goes nice with whiskey and good friends.
Favorite one: Little Timmy

Tracklist:
1.XII
2.Seguir En Pie
3.Oscura Realidad
4.Mejor Postor
5.Little Timmy
6.Volveremos
7.Insane
8.Camino A Seguir
9.Atlantida
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This is the latest material from Devasted brought to you by One Step Records 
(Italy) and Mad Butcher Records (Germany). At two years after "Never Give Up" 
the band from Parma (Italy) is still full of rage, frustration and 100% punk rock 
with fists in the air. Social problems, politics, street life all packed with clear 
words and furious choruses, 30 minutes of punk rock mixed with a little of 
Hardcore makes this album one that you need to listen at full volume.
The band has also toured in many cities around Europe and they are hiting 
the road again, for their 10 years aniversary. Also they have shared the stage 
with bands like: Angelic Upstarts, UK Subs,The Adicts or Strawberry Blondes, 
something special from old school to the new school with influences from Clash 
and Ramones until Rancid or Pennywise.

This project was born in 2005 and this is their last material in 2013 Ghigno 
Maligno (that means Evil Grin). Sandokan is the singer also from Banda Bassotti 
and also in the catalan band La Maquina and was involved in many projects like: 
trombonist in Radici Nel Cemento or Fermin Muguruza and also he participate 
as a special guest for Laurel Aitken (The Godfather Of Ska) in his Japanese tour.
For this project another two players from Banda Bassotti are present: Maurizio 
Gregori (saxophone) and Sandro Travarelli (trumpet). 16 classic latin ska reggae 
mixed with a little punk rock and a lot of attitude. Freedom sounds, freedom of 
thinking, against media and television, against oppresion and power abuse. We 
recommend: Mariposa Loca (in english that means Crazy Butterfly) and Open 
Your Mind.

The Bankrobbers will make your winter hot and your thoughts will be in 
sunny Jamaica, with their new album Folgen (One Step records/Mad Butcher), 
a 2Tone Ska with a little punk that will make you jump. A good combination 
and inspiration from bands like: Statuto, Madness, The Specials, Bad Manners 
or The Clash with a strong antifascist attitude all acompanied by the trumpet 
sound. If you are looking for a pizza in the sun or you are just a simply working 
class hero that want to dance then put the dancing shoes, raise the glass, start 
skanking cause the scooter boys are back in town.
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MPTY ZINE: 1.Hi Kai, how's life? 

Kai:Good, still young and pretty.

Please tell us a few words about the band 

We're from Kings Lynn, England. We started playing 
together in summer 2013 and after about 2 months 
recorded our first EP in my bedroom. It's called 'The 
Clubhouse Sessions' and is free to download online. 

Very nice combination of punk with folk and country, 
tell me something about the influences 

As a band our influences range from Folk/Punk/
Country/Rock, but every member of the band has 
completely different tastes extending to Jazz/Metal/
Hardcore/Hip Hop etc. It makes it really exciting 
writing songs together when we all come from 
completely different musical backgrounds, and the 
songs begin to take shape when handed over to 
each other. That's one of the main reasons I love 
playing music with Old Coyote Club. 

The EP has 3 songs, when can we expect a full album 

We're going into the studio this summer to record a 
new 6-track EP, which we're currently busy writing. 
As for an album, we're gradually working towards it. 
First albums always set a blueprint for a band so we 
got to make sure we get it right, and this upcoming 
EP will show the progression our material is taking.

I know that you guys are a new band and 
maybe not a lot of people heard you...so you 
try to promote somehow? 

We're going to start gigging a lot more 
this summer, especially when the next EP 
is released. We've all been in other bands 
before as well which helps, and we've got a 
good group of friends that have been great in 
supporting us and spreading our music. 

Anyway a nice name:) so what is the story of 
it? some friends in UK drinking beer in front of 
one pub called: Old Coyote? or is something 
more deep? 

It's not really anything deep, I just really like 
Coyotes. They're cool.

Name your top 10 when it comes to bands 

I can't put them in order but these are some of 
my favourites....
I.C.H/Ed Ache, Tom Waits, Bob Dylan, The 
Clash, Rancid, Minor Threat, Johnny Cash, 
Sick of It All, Billie Holiday, Ramones.

What else you do besides the band? 

We go down our local pub a lot, watch a lot 
of football and sit around each others houses 
listening to records and playing guitar. 

Choose Cash or Dylan:) 

Cash or Dylan?! That's like trying to choose 
your favourite kid...

Thank you for the time and if you have 
something else to add to our few readers and 
to eastern europe scene please take this huge 
chance, you will be on MTV after this online 
interview:)

Eastern Europe's cool. Our guitarist is from 
there (I think), and he's lovely.
Cheers guys, you can download our new EP 
'The Clubhouse Sessions' here for Free:
https://oldcoyoteclub.bandcamp.com/ - 
and for more news on all things Coyote 
www.facebook.com/oldcoyoteclub 
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More than 15 years on stage and sold out all over Germany and Europe, this is the story of 
Dusseldorf finest punk band: The Broilers. Noir is their latest material a fusion in their own style 

of punkrock oi,rockabilly and ska with influences from Clash to Toten Hosen or influences from 
streetpunk music of 90's.
From the first material Back To 1996, Broilers became one of the best punk acts in Germany and 
maybe their sound changed a bit with time, but still they are one kick ass band and Noir is one 
LP that you need to have. First video that promoted the album was: Ist Da Jemand? and we wait 
already something new. Put on the hi volume and kick it!!!.

Enraged Minority are the product of mighty Mad Butcher 
Records. Formed in 2007 in Germany the band has 

influences from the classic Oi! along with hardcore punk 
and some ska and rock'n'roll influences. Their latest album 
Antitude has 12 tracks and you can ckeck them on MBR 
website (madbutcher.de) or on their FB. 12 tracks with pride, 
powerful streetpunk with message from the heart. Also don't 
forget to check their split CD with the legends The Oppressed 
from 2013 and also another split EP from 2012 along side 
with Streets Of Rage. They have shared the stage with a lot 
of good bands and played more than 100 shows all over 
Europe.
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Sailor's Grave records brings the new album of London's finest 
Booze&Glory: As Bold As Brass. These guys will destroy 

your party and will kick you in the balls with their pure british Oi 
rock'n'roll. With the fist in the air, with the mighty irons West Ham 
in their hearts and with various influences from Cockney Rejects, 
Business or 4 Skins,with beer and friendship with memories of 
friends and with their pride in the heart the album is for collection.
So if you are into old school Oi! or you just love bands like: 
Evil Conduct,Perkele,Control then give them a try without shame. 
London Skinheads Crew!!!

mptyzine 25. facebook.com/mptyzineromania
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Jeunesse Apatride is a 
punk band based in Montreal (Canada), 
the french speaking band has been a 
reference for the punk/oi scene in the city 
for more than 15 years. Jusqu'Au Bout 
is their new and also the last material 
released by Mad Butcher in Europe and 
with this one the band will call it quits.
The band was in Europe as well two times 
in 2003 and 2005 and the fans know 
them very well, this last album brings the 
same social and political problems into 
their punk/oi sound. Check them on Mad 
Butcher.

The Movement presents the new 
EP "The Outrage" on Mad Butcher. Their 
sound could be a Mod Punk something 
between Clash and Jam.Movement directs 
their criticism more at the individual person, 
why live life like a moron or a sheep? It's an 
outrage! They have always pointed the finger 
and criticized the system and the leaders 
with smart attitude and lyrics.Check them on 
MBR for a fast and melodic EP with a strong 
message about freedom.

TNS RECORDS NEWS:
TNS Records is proud to support and produce: 
Officer Down. Evesham trio is playing a punk 
rock with hints from skate-punk,fast and 
loud. The band is known in the underground 
scene and they have their own DIY label: EHC 
Records and EHC Screen Printing. They will 
be touring in US this may and in Europe later 
this summer. They prepare as well a new 
video and stay tunned for the album thru TNS.
News and information regarding all the bands 
from Manchester DIY label with a lot of 
great godies you can find on their web site 
at:tnsrecords.co.uk

VINYL NEWS:
If you are a vinyl collector than this deal 
is for you: Busters All Stars-Skinhead Luv-
A-Fair LP, from Buster and Bad Manners.
Limited edition of 500 copies, 100 of them 
in orange wax.

Originally out as 12", now available as a 
7" two EP from Angelic Upstarts-Brighton 
Bomb and Machine Gun Kelly. Limited 
edition 500 copies, 100 of them in white 
wax (for the Brighton Bomb) and blue wax 
(for Machine Gun Kelly). 
All of them available thru Mad Butcher 
Classics collection.
more infos: madbutcher.de
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